Unbiased scientific reporting is crucial for data and research synthesis. Previous studies important consequences for syntheses of ecological data and it highlights the importance of syntheses. This trend can also lead to a biased understanding of the probability of true effects results by either journals or authors. 
These studies suggest that authors invest less effort into the publication of their non- Our outcome can also be an effect of higher impact journals selecting studies with higher Barto and Rilig (Barto & Rillig, 2012) found that high IF journal published the strongest requirements play a role in our result (table in S1 Table) . Moreover, we did not analyse
supplementary materials, which might include additional non-significant results considered secondary by authors.
The large confidence intervals in our results suggest that other factors also have an influence
on publication. For example, the difference in percentage of significant results between years
suggests changes in the prominence of different research topics. However, we cannot exclude
an undervaluation of non-significant results, either by authors or by journals. This pattern may significant findings, and may create an inaccurate perception of the probability of true effects
in ecology. This could lead to wasted efforts on approaches or interventions that could in 1 2 5 reality be far less effective than we assume (Meli et al., 2017) . Publication biases could also
negatively impact our understanding of biodiversity change and its drivers if a higher
proportion of non-significant results remain unpublished compared with significant ones, Csada RD., James PC., Espie RH. 1996. The" file drawer problem" of non-significant results:
does it apply to biological research? Oikos:591-593.
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